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about morphi

Morphi is a simple, powerful + easy to learn 2D + 3D design + modeling app used to
create designs for 3D printing, augmented reality, virtual reality, animation, visualization
+ rendering. We also have an iPhone AR app called Morphi AR (Pocket Edition) which
works with our paid Morphi apps. Morphi has been downloaded in over 125 countries.
Projects are posted on our @Morphiapp instagram page (follow us!!).
Morphi 3D modeling + design app is on 3 separate platforms (iPad, Mac + Windows)
with a one-time price per platform, no subscription with free upgrades:
iPad:
Morphi: freemium app, with one $9.99 in-app purchase for STL export+import+AR
Morphi Edu: identical to Morphi but $4.99, a 50% volume discount for schools,
purchasing for 20+ devices
Mac + Windows:
$4.99 volume purchase price, otherwise $9.99. Buy on our website or Mac App Store.
Try all 3 Morphi 3D modeling + design versions for FREE. Morphi for Mac + Windows
has a 15 day trial on our Morphi website. Morphi (identical to Morphi Edu) is free to
download + use all the 3D design tools. STL export/import and AR are paid features.
iPhone:
We also have a new iPhone AR app Morphi AR (Pocket Edition) ($4.99 with volume
discounts for education but no free trial). Airdrop full color 3D models made in our paid
Morphi 3D modeling/design apps to our new iPhone AR app.
Morphi has many uses including creating designs, models, inventions + prototypes,
making products, as a teaching tool for Maker education + STEAM, game design,
animation+more. Morphi can be used with or without a 3D printer.

Special thanks to Ben Nassimi, Ivan
Sugijanto, Nikita Kumar, Leia Brown, Lainey
Davidson, Nevit Dilmen + others whose
designs are included in this handbook.

Morphi is different:
● 2D to 3D drawing in many ways (sketching, symmetry, revolving lines, etc)
● High contrast 2D images (jpgs+pngs) transformed into 3D models.
● Viewing + editing 3D models in augmented reality in many ways on iPad.
● Simplified, robust 3D modeling tools,to create both basic+complex 3D designs.
● Amazing texturing tools using images + video for 3D rendering.
● Export 3D models as STL files for printing on all 3D printers
● Export 3D models as OBJ files with color + texture for game design + animation.
● Excellent videos +support at hello@morphiapp.com.
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morphi video tutorial links
We have video playlists of all of Morphi's tools on YouTube + Vimeo. Below are clickable links by topic.
Morphi 3D Modeling + Design
Basics
overview
opening a new file (iPad)
grid + toolbars
moving + viewing the grid
2D to 3D
drawing basics
vector drawing
transform jpg/pngs into 3D models
clear all/erase
autofill
fill tool
contour tool
revolve tools
angle tool
dash button
camera/photo tool
svg image into 3D model
lithophane tool
3D Shapes
shapes
prisms
stars
3D Type
typing

Editing
select + deselect objects
moving objects
micro movement of objects
undo/redo
changing color of objects
adding material + texture to objects
adding textures from images + video
measuring + resizing single objects
measuring + resizing grouped objects
typing dimensions of objects
rotating objects
copying objects
xyz alignment tools
tapping copy (for 8 bit art)
deleting objects
subtracting objects
grouping, ungrouping + merging
intersecting objects
resolution tools for rounded shapes
array tools
Files
save files
re-name files
delete files
export STL + OBJ files
import STL files
clipboard
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info/links
AR (iPad only)
horizontal AR snap
vertical AR snap
snap to AR codes
2D objects (images+videos) in AR
Settings
object lighting
hide/unhide
change background + grid
transparent backgrounds
adding color to grid
color theme (Mac+Windows)
Morphi AR on iPhone
AR basics
placing photos/videos in AR
airdrop 3D files from iPad to iPhone
import 3D models from phone
import 3D models in a scene
place 3D models with ideas button
change color of 3D model
rotate objects
resize objects
delete objects
helpful links + tutorials
3

main screens
gallery (iPad + iPhone only)

3D scene

save button

scrollable

scrollable

Designs are stored, managed + exported in
Morphi's gallery on iPad + iPhone. There
is no gallery in our Mac + Windows versions.
Instead, files are saved directly on your
computer or to your other storage solutions
(Google Drive, Adobe CC, Dropbox One Drive,
etc).

Designs are created, editing + viewed in a 3D
scene when you open a file on any of our iPad,
Mac + Windows platforms. On iPad, the save
button takes you back to the gallery where your
files are saved + can be exported.
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gallery (on iPad + iPhone only)*
Info + helpful links

Ideas
button
with
Morphi
app file
examples
(in beta)

Delete files
Open a
new file

STL file import

Video tutorials

re-name files

Export STL+OBJ

new file popup

* The gallery is the first screen you see in our Morphi 3D Design apps on iPad + our Morphi AR (Pocket Edition) on
iPhone. Our Mac + Windows versions do not have a gallery, and instead open to a new, blank scene with the file, save
+ import buttons in the topmost toolbar which appears when you hover anywhere on the top of the screen.
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map of morphi’s tools (inside a file)*
Save files
often
(no
autosave)

Lithophanes/etchings
Clipboard to copy +
paste models or parts of
models into other files.

Augmented Reality viewing
on iPad (check out our
iPhone AR app too)

Use settings to change
background, grid + 3D
printer buildplate size.

Screenshots

3D shapes are open as the
default but other tools can
be easily accessed using
the buttons above.

Moveable grid where you build + edit your designs
using 3D shapes, 2D to 3D drawings + images,
text and lithophanes. Tip: It is important to master
3D space + moving the grid so take time to get
used to placing + moving objects around the grid.

4
tabs with
different
categories
of tools:
• 3D objects
• editing
tools
• grid tools
• AR tools
(on iPad
only +
visible
when
AR button
is on).

Hide/unhide toolbars
(iPad only) in Mac +
Windows this feature
is in the topmost
toolbar.

* You will see these tools when you open a new file or an existing file on our iPad versions. Our Mac+Windows versions
differ slightly in that save, clipboard + hide/unhide toolbar functions are in the topmost toolbar accessible by hovering
anywhere along the top of the screen. There are also no AR or 2Dto3D photo buttons in our Mac + Windows versions.
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3D shapes
Tab 1 has 3D objects (shapes, type +
2D to 3D drawing+images). Shapes are
open as the default. You can access the
other tools by tapping on the other icons.

Tap or drag shapes to the grid.
If you tap on a shape, it will
go to the center of the grid.
Tip: You will need to keep
selecting + moving objects so
they are not stacked on top of
each other.

Some shapes, like this triangular prism,
have hidden features where you can
add sides. Explore them all.
Scrollable
toolbar
with 3D
shapes
library.
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3D type
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the type button.

Step 2: Tap inside the text box, delete existing text + start typing.

Step 3: Scroll to find a font.
Step 4:
Tap
3D to
create
a 3D
model.

Tip: Text goes to the center of
the grid but you can move it
by tapping on it to select it +
dragging it. Tap on any empty
space on the grid to deselect
an object.

Tip: You
can also
tap or
drag
text
from
the
toolbar.

Tip: 3D type is automatically grouped. You can edit the text as
a group or ungroup the text + edit each letter individually.
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2D to 3D tools (overview)
Tip: Add high contrast line images too. Black+white preferable.

Tip: Use
undo
+ redo
when
you make
mistakes
or want
to go
back.
Clear all
(upper
right) will
clear the
screen +
erase it
forever.

Tip: Hide/unhide grid lines for drawing.

Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then tap on
the 2D to 3D button to access the drawing
tools.
Step 2: Pick a drawing tool +
draw on drawing screen.
Experiment with them all.

Tip: Edit
your lines,
control
points,
erase, fill,
etc.
Tip:
Try
drawing
with
symmetry.
It's fun +
easy.

Step 3: Tap on 3D to
make your drawing 3D.

Tip: There are 3 3D settings:
Make 3D default with no angles or revolve
Angles create 30° to 90° angles on your model
Revolve creates shapes by revolving lines to 360°.

Tip: Use Landscape (not portrait) when drawing on iPad for more room + less warping.
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images + photos (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 2: Tap on the add image button to see the various options
in the dropdown menu. Images work best that are high contrast
with thick lines (preferably black+white). Note: photos using the
iPad camera + svgs are experimental features.

Tip: Adjust the width of
the line, when needed
(often).

Step 3: Tap
on 3D to create
a 3D model.
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drawing (2D to 3D tools)
Step 2b: At any point, if you want to undo what you drew, tap on undo. If you want clear the screen
+ start over tap on clear all. Note: clear all is permanent. You will not be able to undo this action.

Step 1: Tap on objects tab + then the
2D to 3D button + the drawing screen
will appear.
Step 2a: Draw with
our drawing tools
(freehand drawing,
straight lines, circles,
squares/rectangles).
Use the fill + erase
tools + adjust the line
thickness with the
slider.

Step 3: After
drawing, tap the
3D button to
create a 3D model
(using basic as
the default).

Tip: For 3D printing, use thicker lines or else they may not be readable
by your 3D printer’s slicing program and will not be printable.
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line thickness (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 2: Chose a drawing tool
+ start draw on the screen.
Experiment with them all.

Step 3: Select the line you want to
change + use the width slider to
make the lines thicker or thinner.

Step 4: Tap 3D
to create a 3D
model.
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line editing basics (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 4:
Tap on any
control point
to select it
+ it will turn
red. Move it
to reshape
your line.
You can
also
change line
thickness,
add +
subtract
lines +
control
points using
the 2Dto3D
tools
under edit
on the right.

Step 2:
Draw with
our drawing
tools. As
you draw
each line,
you will see
a red line
segment
which
means that
line
is selected +
can be
edited using
the Edit
Button. You
select a line
by tapping
on it + it will
turn red.

Step 3:
Tap on
the Edit
Button +
you will
see
control
points
(dots on
the
selected
line).

Step 5: After
drawing, tap
3D to create a
3D model.
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fill tool (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 3: Chose
a drawing tool.
Draw a closed
space + it will
be filled in.
Step 2:
Switch
on the
fill tool.

Step 4: After
drawing, tap 3D
to create a 3D
model.
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autofill tool (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 2: Chose a drawing tool
+ draw a closed space.

Step 3: Tap on autofill + the
button will turn red. Then tap
inside the empty, closed space
you want to autofill. It will
become a filled space.

before

Step 4: After
drawing, tap
3D to create a
3D model.
after
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erase tool (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 3: Chose a drawing tool.
Step 2:
Click
on the
erase
tool.

Step 4: When you draw your
drawings will appear white.
If you draw more than one
object, the selected one will
have a red outline. Use it to
erase portions of your
drawings.

Step 5: After
drawing, tap
3D to create a
3D model.
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symmetrical drawing (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 3b:
Draw on
the screen.

Step 2: Tap on
each of the
symmetry
tools to divide
the drawing
space (count),
show the
dividing lines
(guides) +
mirror the
lines as you
draw.

Step 3a:
Pick a
drawing
tool. Try
them all.

Step 4: Tap
on 3D to create
a 3D model.
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angle tool (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 2: Draw on the screen or
bring in a high contrast black +
white line drawing/image stored
on your device.

Step 3: Tap
on angle use
the slider to
choose an
angle. A
preview will
appear.

Step 4: Tap the
3D button
to turn the
drawing into a
3D model with
an angle.
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revolving lines (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 3: Draw on
the left side of
the screen. A
preview will
appear on the
right.

Step 2: Tap
on the revolve
button + use
the slider to
choose the
degree. The
revolve axis will
appear on the
left hand side.

Step 4: Tap
to revolve the
line into a
3D model.

Tip: For vases like here, keep the top open + draw a half silhouette. For magic wands, close the top +
bottom. You can also try drawing on other parts of the screen + experiment.
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dash (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the 3D objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button . The drawing screen will appear.

Step 4:
Draw on
the screen.

Step 3:
Choose
one of
the
drawing
tools.

Step 2: Turn the
dash button on.

Step 5: Tap
on 3D to create
a 3D model.
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contour tool (2D to 3D tools)
Step 1: Tap on the 3D objects tab + then the 2D to 3D button. The drawing screen will appear.

Step 2:
Tap in the
contour
button.

Step 3:
Draw on
the screen.

Step 4: Tap
on 3D to create
a 3D model.

Tip: Use the contour tool for filling in large open spaces unlike the fill and autofill tools that only work
when the spaces are closed. You can also use this tool to draw experimental shapes + designs.
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lithophane/etching
Step 1: Tap on the lithophane button + the lithophane tools will appear.

Step 2: Tap to select an image or
photo saved to your device. It can
be full color.

Step 3: Choose your
resolution. We like high res
for greater detail. :)

Step 4: Choose
whether you want
the dark parts of
your image raised or
the light parts raised.

Step 5: Tap Make 3D to generate
your lithophane. The z height is
preset for optimal 3D printing but
you can edit x, y + z using the
editing tools.

Tip: For 3D printing lithophanes, set your slicer to 100% infill +
print slowly. For prints that will be back-lit, try white filament.
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editing tools - selecting + de-selecting objects
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 2: To edit any object or group of objects, first select the object or group by
tapping on it. Tip: You will know an object is selected bc it will have an up-down
arrow above it for moving + will appear solid compared to the other de-selected
objects you may have on the screen which will be transparent.

De-selected
Object
(transparent)
Selected
Object
(solid)

Step 3: Once selected, you can move your object(s)
around by dragging it + use the editing tools to change
color/texture, size/shape, rotate, group + more.

Step 4: Deselect an object by tapping
on any empty space on the grid.
Do not tap on another object.

Tip:
Scroll
down to
see all
the tools.
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move objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 3a: To move vertically,
drag the up/down arrow above
the selected object arrow up +
down.

Step 2: Select your
object or group of
objects by tapping
on it.

Step 3b: Drag the selected object
around to move horizontally.

Step 3c: For
micro-movements
on xyz axes, use the
-+ positioning tools.

Tip: Scroll
down to
find the
position
tools.

Tip: You can move objects as a group by selecting all or selecting each object or selecting a set of grouped objects.
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rotate objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 2: Turn on rotate button to see
the rotation tools.
Step 3: Select the object(s)
you want to rotate.

Tip:
Switch
the
rotate
button
off when
you are
done
otherwise
you may
rotate
your
object(s)
by
mistake
while
moving
them.

Step 4:
Rotation on
x is red, y is
green + z is
blue. Slide
each tool
in a circular
motion +
the rotation
degrees will
appear.

Tip: For quick
90° rotation,
tap on 90°
button or snap
to grid button,
both of which
rotate objects in
90° increments.

Tip: Scroll
down to
find the
rotating
tools.

Tip: To
manually
type your
rotation
on xyz
axes,
scroll
down the
editing
toolbar +
use the
rotation
typing
tools.

Tip: You can rotate objects as a group by selecting all or selecting each object or selecting a set of grouped objects.
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measure + resize objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 3: Choose a unit of measurement.
Tip: You
can
measure
objects as
a group
by
selecting
all or
selecting
each
object or
selecting
a group
of objects.

Step 4: Turn on ruler to see your
object(s)' dimensions
Step 2: Select your
object or group of
objects by tapping
on it.

Tip: Scroll
down to
find all
the tools
relating to
resizing +
measuring

Step 5a: Use these
for quick scaling

Step 5b: For
precise sizing of
objects switch
on the scale
button (will say
size) + type in
dimensions or
use the - +
buttons. For
proportional
sizing, tap on
uniform scale.

Tip: You can use the -+ buttons in the scale tools to size your single objects and groups precisely.
However, currently you can only type in the dimensions of single objects, not groups.

Tip: For
quick
scaling up
or down,
use
inches bc
it is faster
than mm
for this
purpose.
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copy objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 2: Select the object(s)
you want to copy.

Step 3: Tap on the copy button.
The copied object will overlap
slightly with the original object
so select it + drag it over.

Tip: You can copy objects as a group by selecting all or selecting each object or selecting a set of grouped objects.
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delete objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 2: Select the object(s)
or group of objects you
want to delete.

Step 3: Tap on the delete
button + the selected
object(s) or group of
objects will be deleted.

Tip: Mac + Windows users can also delete objects manually by using the
delete or backspace buttons on your computer.
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tapping copy for voxel art (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 4: Tap on the checkerboard
boxes where you want your
copied object to appear. Zoom in
if the boxes are too small. Click
on undo if you make a mistake.
Tip:
You can
change
the color
of your
objects
as you go
along.

Step 3: Turn the tapping copy
button on by tapping on it.
The button will turn red. A
checkerboard grid will appear
which will help guide you as
you tap your design.

Step 5: Deselect
the object(s) by
clicking on an
empty space on
the grid.

Step 6:
Turn the
tapping
copy
button off
when you
are done
+ the
checkerboard
grid will
disappear.

Step 2: Select the
object(s) you want to
copy by tapping. In this
case we are using a
cube but you can use
any object.

Tip: You can change the color of objects while tapping by scrolling down to the color tools.+ texture tools.
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align objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 3: Tap on the alignment
tools that you need. For x+y axis
alignment, there is right, left +
center. For z axis alignment, there
is bottom, top + center.

Step 2: Select 2 or more objects
that you want to align by
individually selecting them or
using the select all button. The
alignment tools popup around
the objects.

Step 4: Click the
alignment tools
off when you are
not using them
bc they could get
in the way while
editing.

Tip: You may need to zoom out + move your grid to better see the alignment tools.
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subtract objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 2: Position your objects + tap on
the object(s) you want to subtract.

Step 3: Tap on the subtract
button + the selected object
will be subtracted from the
other object.

Tip: When you are trying to subtract grouped objects, you may need to ungroup them + subtract individually.
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intersect objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the Editing Tab + the Editing Tools will appear.

Step 2: Position the objects that
you want to intersect by selecting +
moving each of them. Once they are
positioned, keep the objects selected.
You can also use the Select All Button
if they are the only objects in your file.

before

Step 3: Tap on the Intersect Button
+ the parts of the objects that are
intersecting will form one new shape
+ the other parts will disappear.

after

Tip: Experiment with this tool to create new + interesting shapes for your 3D models.
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merge objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 2: Position your objects + select
the objects you want to merge by
tapping on each of the objects or use
the select all button.

Step 3: Tap on the merge
button + the two objects will
merge into one shape. Use this
tool carefully as there is no
unmerge button. You can only
undo.

Tip: The merge button is experimental. It may not merge certain shapes, including groups of
shapes. In these instances, try to ungroup all objects prior to merging or reposition them.

Tip: Use
merge
when you
are sure
you want
to
combine
objects
permanently.
Use group
instead so
you will
be able to
separate
the shapes
if you
need to
edit them.
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group + ungroup objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

Step 2: Position your objects + select
the objects you want to group by
tapping on each of the objects or use
the select all button.

Step 3: Tap on the group
button + the two objects
will be grouped.

Tip: Grouping is great option for combining objects because you can easily ungroup
+ separate the objects if needed. Merging does not give you this flexibility.

Tip: Tap
on the
ungroup
button
at any
time + the
selected
objects
will be
ungrouped
+ easily
separated.
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add color to objects (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear. Scroll down for the color section.

Step 2: Select your object or group of objects by tapping on it.

Step 3: Choose
your color. The
color tools
have
2 sections:
a top
section (hues)
where you can
slide + tap to
select a color
and a
bottom
section
(tints+tones)
to lighten or
darken the
selected color.

Tip: Try
adding
a color
to one
of the
preset
textures.
It's fun!
Note:
these
textures
are not
3D
printable.
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add textures/materials (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear. Scroll down for the texture/materials section.

Step 2: Select your
object or group of
objects by tapping
on it.

Step 3:
Add an
image,
video or
preset
texture
to your
object(s).

Tip: To add textures
using a video or
image, you will first
need to save them
on your device.
Anything can be a
texture so be
creative. Our favorite
site for textures is
www.pexels.com.

Step 4:
Experiment
with all the
mapping
tools to
add
textures
on your
objects.
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adjust textures/materials with uv mapping tools
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear. Scroll down for the texture/materials section.

Step 2a: Select
your object or
group of objects
by tapping on it.

v axis

u axis

Step 2b:
Choose a
cube shape
or a rounded
shape to map
your texture.
Experiment
with both.
Step 2c: Use the u scale
+ shift sliders to adjust
textures on the u axis.
Use the v scale + shift
sliders to adjust textures
on the v axis.
Experiment with all tools
+ texture angles too.
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arrays (editing tools)
Step 1: Tap on the editing tab + the editing tools will appear.

stack

circular

Step 2: Select the object(s)
for the array.

line

square

Step 4:
Choose
the type
of array
from the
4 options:
circular,
line,
square +
stack.

Step
3: Your
object
counts
as 1 so
select
the
number
of
additional
objects in
the array
Tip: For
example,
if you
want 3
objects
in your
array,
set your
count to
2 bc your
shape
counts as
+1.
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undo/redo

Use undo + redo to correct any errors as you
make them. Note: once you save your file, you
will not be able to access prior undo/redo history.
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moving the grid - basics
Step 1: Tap on the grid views tab + lighting options will appear.

Tap the home button +
the grid will be eye level.
Use these tools to move the grid in different
directions. Morphi's grid is also fully
moveable with touch on iPad (dragging
right + left + pinching to zoom) or using a
mouse or trackpad on desktop or desktop
shortcuts.

The pan tool
moves the grid
up, down +
around.
Tip: When you
are done using
pan, switch the
pan tool off
bc it could
destabilize
the grid.

Tap
on top
view to
get a
bird's
eye
view
of the
grid.

You can lock the
grid so it does
not move right +
left but can still
zoom in + out.
This is helpful
for positioning
objects for stop
motion. Tip: Don’t
keep it locked all
the time, bc you
will not be able to
move your grid
which is important
when designing.
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object lighting
Step 1: Tap on the grid views tab + lighting options will appear.

Step 2: Tap on any
of these simple
lighting options.
Front lighting is
great when taking
screenshots +
videos bc it makes
your object look
much brighter.
Top lighting is the
default. Experiment.
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save 3D models on iPad

Step 1: To save, tap the save button + your file will be stored in
the gallery. To go back + edit your design, tap on your file in the
gallery. We removed autosave in Morphi.

Tip: On
Morphi for
Mac +
Windows,
the save
button is
located on
the topmost
toolbar that
becomes
visible when
you hover
anywhere
on top of
the screen.
There is also
no gallery
+ files are
saved
wherever
you decide
to save
them. on
your
computer.

Step 2:
The file
will be
saved in
the
gallery
for
further
editing
or
exporting
by email,
or a third
party
storage
solution,
like
Google
Drive,
iCloud,
Adobe
CC,
Dropbox,
etc.
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re-name files on iPad

Step 1: To re-name your
file, tap on the name of
the file in the gallery.
(default name is "file").
Step 2: Type the new
file name in the popup +
click ok to save.
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delete files on iPad
Step 1: In the gallery on iPad, click on the file
delete button (trash can in upper left corner).

Step 3: Click on the check button to exit delete file
mode. The files will stop shaking + return to normal.

Step 2: The files will start to shake. Click on the x in
the upper left of the file you want to delete + it will be
permanently deleted from your iPad.
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export files off the iPad - email, airdrop, google drive
Step 1: In the gallery, tap on the export
button (bottom right corner of each file).

Step 2: Chose a 3D file type: STL is popular for 3D printing.
OBJ is used with AR/VR, animation + video game design
because you can export color + texture. Export to Morphi
AR on iPhone will airdrop your file seamlessly from your
iPad to your Morphi AR app on your iPhone.

Step 3: If you chose STL or OBJ, tap on your desired export
option. To Airdrop, use the 2nd option + bluetooth must
be turned on all devices. To save to Google Drive, Dropbox,
Adobe CC, OneDrive + other storage options, download
those apps on your iPad + sign in before exporting.
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airdrop STL files into Morphi on iPad or Mac*
step 1 (any Apple device 1)

step 2 (any Apple device 1)
Click on
the file +
then click
on the
airdrop
icon +
find
device 2.

First, turn on
airdrop +
bluetooth on
both devices.
Next, find the
STL file you
want to airdrop
on device 1 +
click on it to
open it. For
example, here
we are in iCloud
on an iPad. You
can use a Mac
or iPhone too.

step 3 (Apple device 2 with Morphi/Morphi Edu (paid) on it)

You will be asked to accept the
airdropped file + immediately
after Morphi app will open to
the new file + you can edit +
save the 3D model on device 2.

*To airdrop, you will need at least 2 devices. Device 1 can be any iPad, Mac or iPhone device with the STL file you want to airdrop
saved on it. Device 2 can be any iPad, Mac or iPhone with a paid version of Morphi, Morphi Edu or Morphi AR installed on it.
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import STL files on iPad using Google Drive
Step 1: Open the Google Drive app on
your device + log into your Google Drive
account. You can also open Google Drive
in your browser + log in.

Step 2: In Google Drive, find the STL file that you want to
import. Search .STL to find it if that is easier. When you
find your file, click on the 3 dots to the right of the file +
then click on "Open in" using the dropdown menu.

Step 3: Scroll to find the Morphi icon (it may be hidden
all the way to the right) + click on it. Your file will open
in Morphi. If your file is large, you will get a message + it
may take a few seconds to load into Morphi.
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import STL files on iPad using Thingiverse
Step 1: Go to the
Thingiverse website
on your iPad.

Step 4: If on iPad, click on
downloads button + then
click on the downloaded file.
Step 2: Click on Thing files. You
can only import + open .STL files
on Morphi, not a zipped file.

Step 5: Click on the
upload button on iPad.

Step 6: Find the Morphi
icon + click on it to open
your file in Morphi. or
Morphi Edu (whichever
you use) The larger the
.stl file, the longer it will
take to open.

Step 3: Click on the STL to open it. If the file size is
large, then it will take longer to open. If you are using
Morphi on Mac or Windows, the file will download on
your computer. For iPad, continue with Steps 4-6.
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import STL files on iPad using Adobe Creative Cloud
Step 1: Open the Adobe CC app on your
device + log into your Adobe CC account.
You can also open Adobe CC in your
browser + log in.

Step 2: In Adobe CC, find the STL file that you want to
import. Search .STL to find it if that is easier. When you find
your file, click on the 3 dots to the right of the file + then
click on Download Original File in the dropdown menu.

Step 3: Scroll to find the Morphi icon (it may be hidden
all the way to the right) + click on it. Your file will open in
Morphi. If your file is large, you will get a message and it
may take a few seconds to load.
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clipboard - moving objects between files
Step 2: Click on the Clipboard button + then
click Copy Selected.

Step 4: Open the file where you want to paste the object.
Click on the Clipboard button + then click Paste to Scene.

Step 3: Close the file by saving it.

Step 1: Select the object you want to copy to
another file.

Step 5: Your object will be added to the scene +
you can move, edit + save it.
Tip: Clipboard is a versatile tool that can be used anytime you want to move select objects into a new scene. For example, if for
some reason the file you are working in becomes too cluttered with objects or if you have floating objects that you can't find,
use clipboard to select only the objects you want to keep + paste them into a new file.
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change background (settings)
Step 1: Tap on the settings button to see the settings tools.

Step 2: Tap on background + chose from
the options, including colors (like green for
greenscreens) + transparent backgrounds.

Tip: Try
adding
a white
background
for a more
professional
look.

Tip: Add a transparent
background. This is helpful
for adding your 3D model
to images + presentations
+ other graphic design
work.

Tip: Experiment with
grids + backgrounds
using color.
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change grid (settings)
Step 1: Tap on the settings button to see the settings tools.

Step 2: Tap on grid + chose from the options,
including no grid + color (like green for greenscreens)
or transparent backgrounds.

Tip: For fully transparent
backgrounds + for green
screens, remove the grid
completely.

Tip: Experiment with
grids + backgrounds
using color.
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change grid size for 3D printers (settings)
Step 1: Tap on the settings button to see the settings tools.

Step 2: Tap on printer platform + chose from the
options, including custom size settings + various printers.

Tip: You can also use these sliders to manually
change your grid. We like to set ours to the
maximum for both x and y axes, especially if
you want more room to design on the grid.
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hide/unhide toolbars*
Tip: Even if you don't hide the toolbars, if you click on the
photo snapshot button in the top toolbar, the tools will be
automatically hidden in the photos you take.

Step 1: Click this button to hide all the toolbars. Click
on the same button again to see the toolbars. This is
helpful if you need more room on the screen or just
want a more streamlined look for a photo or video.

Step 2: Click on the same button again
to see/unhide the toolbars.

* This tool is also available in Morphi Mac +Windows versions in the topmost toolbar under View - Show Tools.
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AR tools on iPad -overview*

Step 1: Tap on the AR button + it will turn green. The
grid will disappear + the camera on your iPad will open.

Step 2:
Chose
one
of these
3 AR
snapping
options
for placing
3D models
OR

Step 3: Position your iPad towards
a surface + walk. You may need to
walk back + forth until the model
snaps.

this AR
option
for placing
2D objects
(flat
images
+photos)

* Morphi AR tools are available only on Morphi/Morphi Edu on iPad (paid versions) + Morphi AR (Pocket Edition)
on iPhone. You can also design + export models made in Morphi Mac +Windows versions + export them for AR.
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horizontal snap in AR on iPad
Step 1: Tap on the AR button + it will turn green. The
grid will disappear + the camera on your iPad will open.

Step 2:
Chose
horizontal
snap.
Step 3: Position your iPad towards
a horizontal plane (like the ground
or a table) + walk forward. You may
need to walk back + forth until the
model snaps to the ground.

Step 4:
Adjust
the size of
the model
uniformly
with this
slider. You
can use
the + sizing
tools
under the
slider to
scale more
slowly.
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vertical snap in AR on Pad

Step 1: Tap on the AR button + it will turn green. The
grid will disappear + the camera on your iPad will open.

Step 2:
Chose
vertical
snap.
Step 3: Position your iPad
towards a vertical plane (like
a wall or a computer screen)
+ walk forward. You may need
to walk back + forth until the
model snaps to the surface.

Step 4:
Adjust
the size of
the model
uniformly
with this
slider. You
can use
the + sizing
tools
under the
slider to
scale more
slowly.
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snap to AR codes on iPad

Step 2: Tap on the AR button + it will turn green. The
grid will disappear + the camera on your iPad will open.

Step 3:
Chose
AR snap.
Step 4: Open the AR code image
saved on your phone + position the
AR code so that it can be read by
the iPad camera (90 degree angle
works best) and snaps to the AR
code. If you lose snap, move it again
to re-snap.
Step 5a:
Center
your
design
on the
code.
Step 1: Click to
download the
AR codes +
save one code
to photos on
your phone.
Use
screenshot +
crop on your
phone to get
only the code.

Step 5b:
Adjust
the size of
the model
uniformly
with this
slider. You
can use
the + sizing
tools
under the
slider to
scale more
slowly.
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2D objects in AR on iPad

Step 1: Tap on the AR button + it will turn green. The
grid will disappear + the camera on your iPad will open.

Step 4:
Adjust
the size of
the model
uniformly
with this
slider. You
can use
the + sizing
tools
under the
slider to
scale more
slowly.

Step 3: Position your iPad towards
a horizontal plane (like the ground
or a table) + walk forward. You may
need to walk back + forth until the
image or video snaps to the ground.

Step 2: Add a
2D object
(image or
video saved on
your device.

Tip: For a more seamless look, try importing images with transparent backgrounds.
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Mac + Windows - overview

Step 1: Open Morphi on the computer by clicking on
the Morphi icon. It may be in your downloads folder.
You can drag it to your desktop or applications folder
for easier access in the dock.

Step 2: Hover over the top of the screen with your cursor.
The topmost toolbar will appear with various options. This
toolbar is hidden so you will need to hide/unhide it.

links to tutorials + help
hide toolbars, zoom + more
editing tools+shortcuts
file open, import, save
general info + tutorial links
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Mac + Windows - open a new file
When you open Morphi on your computer, you are always taken to a new file where you can start a new design, import an
STL file or open a .morphi file. Hover over the top of the screen to see these tools which are located in the topmost toolbar.

You can open a new file by clicking on File - New in topmost toolbar.
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Mac + Windows - import .STL file (3D, no color)
STL files are 3D files without any color information (unlike OBJ files or .morphi files that include color + texture). You can
import STL files made in any Morphi app as well as from other 3D modeling apps + websites using the import STL button
in the topmost toolbar.
Step 1: Hover over the top of the screen with your cursor.
A toolbar will appear + click on File - Import STL.

Step 2: Search the STL files on your computer or your cloud
storage solutions for the STL file you want to import + click
on the file + then click Open.

Note: You cannot import + open other files like obj, .morphi or jpgs and pngs with this function. This is only
for STL file import. Morphi currently does not have .obj import (it's coming), but does have obj saving +
export. To open .morphi files use the File - Open .Morphi option. For jpgs+pngs, use the 2D to 3D tools.
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Mac + Windows - save as .STL file (3D, no color)
STL files are 3D files without any color saved (unlike OBJ files or .morphi files that include color + texture). You can import
STL files made in any Morphi app or in other 3D modeling apps + websites using the import STL button in the
topmost toolbar.

Step 1: Hover over the top of the screen with your cursor.
The topmost toolbar will appear + click on File - Save
as STL for Exporting + Editing. This will not completely
merge the model so you can continue to ungroup + edit
it if you need to.

Step 2: Name + save the STL file on your computer, cloud
storage solutions or on external drives (like SD Cards + pen
drives) using the pop up menu provided.
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Mac + Windows -save as .OBJ file (3D, color/texture)
OBJ files are 3D files with color+ texture (unlike STL files which do not have color+texture). OBJ files can be exported as
assets for game design, animation + more. Currently, you can't import OBJ files into Morphi. It's coming soon. If you want
to continue editing your designs with specific colors + textures, then save as a .morphi file + export the final version as an
OBJ file and import it into other programs for animation, game design and more.

Step 1: Hover over the top of the screen with your cursor. The
topmost toolbar will appear + click on File.- Save as OBJ.

Step 2: Name + save the OBJ file on your computer, cloud
storage solutions or external drives (like SD Cards + pen
drives) using the pop up menu provided.
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Mac + Windows - save as .morphi file (3D w/color)
.morphi files are full color 3D files that can only be created + opened only in Morphi on Mac + Windows.
Use these files if you want to save + open multi-color models in Morphi on your computer.

Step 1: Hover over the top of the screen with your cursor. The topmost toolbar will appear. Click on File - Save as
.morphi. You will be prompted to give your file a name + a location where to save it (on your computer or to your
existing storage solutions. You can then open + edit your .morphi files anytime in Morphi on your computer by
clicking on File - Open .morphi file.
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Mac + Windows - open a .morphi file (3D w/color)
Morphi files are specific files that can only be created + opened only in Morphi on Mac + Windows.
Use these files if you want to save multi-color models + edit them in Morphi on your computer.
Step 1: Hover over the top of the screen with your cursor.
The topmost toolbar will appear + click on File + then Open
a .morphi File in the dropdown menu that appears.

Step 2: Search your files for the .morphi file you
saved on your computer + click on it to open it.

Note: You cannot open other files like STL, OBJ or jpgs and pngs with this open function. This is only for opening .morphi files
saved on your Mac or Windows computer. For STL files, use the File - import STL option. For jpgs+pngs use the 2D to 3D tools.
Opening OBJ files is coming soon for all Morphi platforms.
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Mac + Windows - editing + keyboard shortcuts

Click on Edit in the topmost
toolbar to see keyboard
shortcuts for several of the
editing tools. The editing
tools are also in the second
tab in the right toolbar.
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Mac + Windows - hide/show toolbars + grid views

Click on View in the topmost
toolbar to hide toolbars. Also
see shortcuts for zooming in
(+) out (+), changing the color
theme of the toolbars + more.
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Mac + Windows - help + links to tutorials

Click on Help in the topmost toolbar for
links to tutorials, support + our digital
handbook.
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Mac + Windows - other morphi links

Click on Morphi in the topmost
toolbar for helpful links to our
website, bug reporting, tutorials.
terms of service + more.
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iPhone AR - main screens
gallery

inside a scene
Close a scene
+ go back to
the gallery

Links
Open a
file/scene

Ideas button
with 3D files
designed
in Morphi
from our
community

Import
STL (3D
model)

add 2D +
3D objects
saved on
your iPhone
or use our
library
with these
buttons.

Take a photo,
video, GIF +
more

Scenes
Delete
scenes
Tutorials

scrollable

scrollable

When your first open Morphi
AR for iPhone, you enter a
gallery (similar to our iPad
apps) where you can open,
save + manage scenes using
2D + 3D objects from your
device + our libraries.

Scenes are where designs
are edited, placed + viewed
in AR. To save or go back to
the gallery, click the close
button on the top left.
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iPhone AR - place objects in AR - the basics
step 1

step 2

step 3
you can
also
add 2D
+ 3D
objects
saved
on your
iPhone
using
these
buttons.

guides
3D model

scrollable

To get used to placing
objects in AR, start by
clicking any 3D model in
the gallery. You can also
click on the + button to
open a new file + add your
own 2D + 3D objects from
your phone. For 3D, STL files
only but OBJ is coming.

Follow the guides +
move your iPhone to
find a horizontal
surface. When the
guides disappear, the
3D model will be placed
+ snapped to the
surface.

Once placed in AR,
move the 3D model
by dragging. To resize,
pinch in + out. To
rotate, change color
+ texture, click on the
object to select it +
use the toolbars that
popup.
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iPhone AR- airdrop 3D models from iPad to iPhone
step 1 (iPad)

step 2 (iPad)
Open Morphi
(paid) or Morphi
Edu on iPad.
Click on the
export button
for your file in
the gallery.

Turn on
bluetooth
+ airdrop
on your
iPhone
+ iPad.
Then
click
on the
airdrop
button.

Click on Export
to Morphi for
AR on iPhone.

step 4 (iPhone)

step 3 (iPad)
Find your
phone +
click on it.

You will see a
notification on
your phone asking
you to open the
file in Morphi AR
on iPhone. Click to
open + follow the
guides to place the
model in AR using
your phone.
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iPhone AR - place 3D models (STL) saved on phone
step 1

step 2
Next, tap
on 3D
download
button.

Tap on
new file
button
+ open
a new
scene

First,
follow
the
guides.

step 3

step 4

Find your 3D
model (STL)
saved on your
phone or in your
cloud storage.

Tap on it
to open it.

Your model(s) will appear.
Move them by dragging
or re-sizing by pinching.
scrollable

Tap on the new file
button + open the
new, blank scene
that will pop up
below.

Follow the AR guides
to find a horizontal
surface. When the
guides disappear, the
model can be placed.
Next, click the 3D file
download button.

Find the 3D model (STL
file) saved on your phone
or in cloud storage. Use
STLs created in any 3D
software, including
Morphi 3D design apps +
other 3D modeling/CAD
programs.

The 3D model can
be moved by dragging,
resized by pinching.
Select with a tap to
rotate, or change
color + texture.
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iPhone AR - place 3D models (STL) from gallery
step 1

step 2

step 3

Search
STL on
your
phone if
easier.
Tap on import
button for 3D
models (STL
files only).

In the gallery, tap on the
import button to import
3D models. Currently, only
STL files can be imported.
OBJ file import is coming
soon.

Tap on
your file
to open
it.

Find the STL file on your
iPhone wherever you
saved it, including in
storage solutions like
iCloud, Google Drive,
Adobe CC, Dropbox, etc.

A new
scene
with the
3D model
will open
on your
phone.
Note:
larger
files take
longer
to load +
place in
AR.

Use the guides to place
+ snap your model to a
horizontal plane. Change
size, color, texture, take a
photo or video.
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iPhone AR - place 3D models (STL) with ideas button
step 1

step 2

step 3

step 4

Click
on the
ideas
button

guides

scrollable

Click on the ideas
button in the gallery.

Click on a file. We will
be adding more files
made in Morphi 3D
design apps to this
section. Send us yours
to be featured.

Follow the guides + move
your iPhone to find a
horizontal surface. When
the guides disappear, the
3D model will be placed.

The 3D model can be
moved by dragging +
resized by pinching.
Select with a tap to
rotate, change color +
texture.
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iPhone AR - place photos+videos
step 1

step 2

step 3

step 4

Click on the
photo button to
access photos +
videos saved on
your device

guides
click on the video or photo

resize, move or
rotate as needed

scrollable

Open a new scene
+ use the guides to
detect a horizontal
surface. When the
guides disappear,
you are ready to
add a photo or
video.

Click on the Photo
button to access
images + videos on
your device.

Select a photo or
video to place in AR.
Note: the longer the
video, the more time it
will take to upload.

The photo or video can
be moved by dragging
+ resized by pinching.
Select with a tap to
rotate the design on
the x, y + z axes.
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iPhone AR - resize objects
step 1
First, place
your object on
a horizontal
surface using
the guides

step 2

step 3

Pinch the object
or group in + out
to resize.

scrollable

Place your object on a
horizontal surface using
the guides. Make sure
the object snaps.

Pinch the object in + out
to make it bigger or
smaller. Do not tap on the
object, otherwise you will
select it + open the color,
texture + rotate menu.

We will be adding individual
sizing. In meantime, for
different sizing of each
object in a scene (rather
than uniform scaling of all
objects), please import
objects in different sizes.
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iPhone AR - move objects
step 1
First, place
your object on
a horizontal
surface using
the guides.

step 2

step 3

Touch + drag an
object or group
to move it. Do
not tap on it.

scrollable

Place your object on a
horizontal surface using
the guides. Make sure
the object snaps.

Drag the object or group.
Do not tap on the object
otherwise you will select it
+ open the color, texture +
rotate menu.

Tip: you can only move
your object if it is
properly snapped to a
surface. If the surface
is no longer detected,
place the object again
by following the guides.
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iPhone AR - rotate objects
step 1
First, place
your 3D model
on a horizontal
surface using
the guides.

Next, select
your object by
taping on it.

step 2

step 3

A menu will
appear. Tap the
rotate button.

Rotate
the
object
on the
x, y + z
axes
using
the
sliders.

Tap anywhere off the
object to deselect it +
hide the menu.
scrollable

Place your object on a
horizontal surface in AR
using the guides. Once
the object snaps to
the surface, tap on the
model to select it.

After selecting, a
menu will pop up on
the bottom of the
object. Tap on the 1st
tab (rotate) + use the
sliders to rotate the
object on the x, y + z
axes.

After rotating, tap on any
empty space (not on the
object) + the menu will
disappear.
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iPhone AR - change the color of 3D models (STL)
step 1
First, place
your 3D model
on a horizontal
surface using
the guides.

step 2

step 3

A menu will
appear. Tap the
color button.

Select
a
color.

Next, select
your object by
tapping on it.

Tap anywhere off the
object to deselect it +
hide the color tools.
scrollable

Place your 3D model on
a horizontal surface using
the guides. Once the object
snaps to the surface, tap on
the model to select it.

After selecting the model,
a menu will pop up on the
bottom of your model. Tap
on the 2nd tab (color tools)
+ select a color using the
color picker.

After selecting a color,
tap on any empty space
(not on the object) + the
menu will disappear.
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iPhone AR - add preset texture to 3D models (STL)
step 1
First, place
your 3D model
on a horizontal
surface using
the guides.

Next, select
your object by
taping on it.

step 2

step 3

A menu will
appear. Tap the
texture button.

Select
a
texture
using
our
presets
(scroll
down).

Tap anywhere off the
object to deselect it +
hide the menu.
scrollable

Place your 3D model on
a horizontal surface using
the guides. Once the object
snaps to the surface, tap on
the model to select it.

After selecting the model, a menu will pop up on
the bottom of your model.
Tap on the 3rd tab (texture
tools) + select a preset
texture (scrollable).

After selecting a texture,
tap on any empty space
(not on the object) + the
menu will disappear.
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iPhone AR - add photo+video textures to 3D models
step 1
First, place
your 3D model
on a horizontal
surface using
the guides.

Next, select
your object by
taping on it.

step 2

step 3

A menu will
appear. Tap the
texture button.

Tap on
the
photo
button
to add
textures
from
images
+ videos
saved
on your
device.

Tap anywhere off the
object to deselect it +
hide the menu.
scrollable

Place your 3D model
(STL) on a horizontal
surface using the guides.
Once the object snaps to
the surface, tap on the
model to select it.

After selecting your
model, a menu will pop
up on the bottom of the
model. Tap the 3rd tab
(texture) + select the
photo button to add
textures to the model
from your images +
videos.

After selecting a texture,
tap on any empty space
(not on the object) + the
menu will disappear.
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iPhone AR - delete 3D files
step 1

Click on
the file
delete
button.

Click on the file
delete button in
the gallery.

step 2

First,
click on
the x to
delete a
file.

You will know it is on
delete mode because
the files will shake. Click
on the x to delete a
file then click on check
icon to exit delete
mode.

step 3
Next,
click
on the
check
button
when
you are
done
to exit
delete
mode.

Delete button
re-appears.

The delete button will
re-appear + your file
will be deleted.
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iPhone AR - info, tutorials + other helpful links
step 1

step 2

step 3

Click on
the link,
as
needed.

Click
on the
i (info)
button.

scrollable

Click on the i (info)
button in the gallery.

You will see a series
of links including
information about
Morphi, tutorial links
+ more.

Explore the links as needed.
Feel free to reach out to us
if you need help at:
hello@morphiapp.com
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